
Greg Obach Kanazuchi Hammer Tutorial, posted on The Carving Path Forum, April 2007

The information contained herein originally appeared on www.thecarvingpath.net or www.thecarving-
path.com forums.  This compilation is copyrighted by TheCarvingPath.net, and each separate posting 
and/or image is copyrighted by the original poster.  This information may be freely distributed for the 
purposes of learning these or similar techniques, but may not be sold or otherwise distributed for finan-
cial gain in any manner.  Many of the procedures or techniques described herein are dangerous, employ 
toxic or otherwise hazardous substances, or may produce toxic or hazardous substances in the process of 
employment, such as dust or other evolved products.  This information is not intended for use by begin-
ners or those uninformed about the proper use of the equipment, materials or substances described.  For 
heaven’s sake, do be sensible and safe when using these or similar techniques.  If you aren’t absolutely 
certain you are capable of using this information safely, then ask questions or seek help and guidance 
by those who are.

Here is my small picture intensive tutorial:

Two hammers.... large one is made of W1 3/4 inch round stock....small is 1/2 inch O1 round 
stock



Now to drill.  Note the marks to line up.... ... hammer head is divided in 3... it is first drilled with 
1/8 jobber bit.... the drilled again with 1/4 inch bit.  The jobber bit is stiff and drills a very straight 
pilot hole...



Now for the W1 hammer.......start the same with 1/8 pilot hole....... then switch to longer 1/8.... then 
move to the shop vise to drill with a pistol drill..... the pistol drill had a 3/8 inch bit..... with the pilot 
hole it should drill straight with some guidance...



To put the pein on the back of the hammer..... I’ll stock reduce this... be careful and use safety 
glasses....... it is ground on a 10 inch wheel...



Now to cut it off...... with a hack saw

Now to see both...... they need to be dressed flat



To dress them flat... a 9 inch disc grinder does a marvelous job.... just hold on tight... 

I like to file the hole to be a bit of an oval shape...



I realize that you can have a square socket on these......but that would involve forging and using a 
square drift....which maybe out of some peoples ability...so the oval hole does very good instead 

Fire fire fire

This is my pipe forge..... uses a 3/4 inch T-rex burner........ very handy to have

The buns are ready for the oven



Let’s take a peek

Getting close to temp....... when they hit the right heat.......a magnet will not stick to the steel.... 
hold it at that temperature for a rocknroll song....... then quench



Now quench in warm canola oil for the O1 hammer head



Now for the W1



With this.......I quench first in a small can of warm water till the face color is gone 3 seconds.......
as W1 needs a fast quench......... then quickly into the oil

Test is for hardness........ you put in vise and see if the file bites ........in this case it skates on the 
hammer face like ice on glass - hard stuff...



Now temper in the oven on a cookie sheet...... 400 F for 1 hour......... and temper at 425 to 450F 
next time..... depending on how hard you want the hammer face to be ?

Part two will be on making the handle to fit the hammer head........ take care and hope you enjoyed 
it

Oh...the final result should look like this one I put on a previous post...just to give you an idea

Kanazuchi Handle Tutorial

Now to carry on and show how I made the handle... it is a very simple method with simple tools..
- the wood that I selected is sugar maple....its hard and a nice light color



OK... now lets cut this into handle lengths.... hold the wood in the shop vise with some towel 
around it...I’m cutting it was a fat maxx saw... I use this for lots of my wood cuts

Almost there



Done - notice how rough the cut is.... now we have to go to the disk sander



The disk sander is a very valuable tool..... I made mine by buying a Baldor 3/4 hp motor and using 
a flat IRON disc from K&G knife supply.... I use it so much that I wonder how I got along without 
it.....  Use a new disc..... if you use fresh sharp abrasive ... you’re way less likely to burn wood...

Now we’re flattening it.  Remember to square it up... get it close to the hole size on the hammer 
head...... now knock the corners off the handle on the disk grinder.... so its an octagon of sorts...



Now....place the handle at the outer rim of the disk..... and rotate it in your hands .... gently round 
the handle end... (disk is spinning clockwise)... make sure the handle is being abraded evenly... not 
an acute angle !

Check your work



Looks good... now lets try to fit it...

Notice the smudge marks on the shaft...... now you know where it needs some dressing down...



So far so good

Now when you’ve got a snug fit.... and it fits about 3/4 of the way down the socket..... its time to 
move on



Snug

Lets clean up that handle....... hold in the vise in a horizontal way....... always put some soft wood 
in there to hold it........ I like to use cedar wood...... get a long piece of sand paper and use a shoe 
shine type motion to round the handle.... once you’ve worked all the sides...... work a final grit 
paper up and down the handle following the grain of the wood...



Now set the head on with a light tap........ make sure its in the direction of the grain.. !!!  Place the 
hammer upside down and tap the handle end to push it through the socket till its very snug.

Test it......... now check to see if the hammer face is parallel to the handle...



Dress that little bit of wood

Now you are done the shop work........ and finish the handle with what you like best..... I use 
Clapham wax


